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Animal Life Cycles Crossword Puzzle 1

1. Using the Across and Down clues, write the correct words in the numbered grid below.
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ACROSS
1. The changes that a living thing goes 

through during its life.

5. An animal that has a backbone and hair (or 
fur); it feeds its young with milk.

7. A class of small arthropod animals that 
have three separate sections to their 
bodies.

9. Vertebrates that live on land, scales cover 
body, lay eggs, cold blooded.

11. A body part or behavior that helps a living 
thing survive.

14. A way of hiding or disguising.

16. An animal with jointed legs that allow the 
animal to move around easily.

17. An animal that has wings and is covered 
with feathers.

18. A feature that is passed from parent to their 
offspring.

19. To go into a deep sleep to stay alive during 
the winter.

DOWN
2. A way of behaving, thinking, or feeling that 

is not learned; you do not need to be taught 
how to do this.

3. Animal living on both land and water.

4. No longer existing or living.

6. The process of change from an immature 
form to an adult form in two or more distinct 
stages (ex: caterpillar to butterfly).

8. A quality that describes a living thing or an 
object.

10. At risk of becoming extinct.

12. To make more living things of the same 
kind.

13. Something an organism does to get the 
things it needs to live.

15. To move from one place to another in 
search of food, water, or warmer 
temperatures.

camouflage behavior bird

trait reptile adaptation

life cycle extinct endangered

reproduce migrate insect

characteristic hibernate metamorphosis

arthropod amphibian mammal

instinct


